Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease that comes in several clinical and histological forms. Its clinical progression is difficult to predict using the current prognostic factors and its treatment is therefore not as effective as it should be. Mortality due to breast cancer is decreasing in most western countries, because of mass screening, frequent use of post-operative chemotherapy and/or hormone therapy and the recent introduction of new drugs. However, novel drugs and therapeutic strategies could be more successful if we understood breast cancer heterogeneity better. Two recent papers in *Genome Biology*from the laboraties of Carlos Caldas \[[@B1]\] and Eric Miska \[[@B2]\] use molecular methods to classify breast cancers more precisely.

Breast cancer heterogeneity
===========================

Because breast cancer heterogeneity arises from many different factors, several directions of research must be pursued simultaneously if we are to understand and cope with the different forms of breast cancer. These are to determine the cell of origin; to determine the molecular alteration(s); to identify susceptibility genes; and to classify tumors.

The first direction of research aims to determine what cell becomes transformed; in other words, the cell of origin of a breast tumor. In the mammary gland, mammary stem cells, which can self-renew and differentiate, generate rapidly dividing progenitors that in turn generate differentiated cells of the mammary gland epithelial lineages: the luminal and myoepithelial lineages. Cancer is thought to originate in these stem cells or in progenitor cells that have acquired self-renewal. Thus, a first degree of heterogeneity comes from whether a tumor comes from a stem cell or a progenitor cell.

The second direction aims to determine what genetic alterations transform a normal breast cell and make it cancerous. The repertoire of genetic alterations can be found by using high-throughput, large-scale methods, such as mass sequencing \[[@B3],[@B4]\] and array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. These have revealed a number of alterations -- mutations, deletions, amplifications and fusions -- that target hundreds of genes, suggesting a high level of heterogeneity. Some tumors can have a high level of genetic instability whereas others can have an apparently normal genome.

The third direction aims to identify breast tumor susceptibility genes. In addition to the *BRCA*genes, in which mutations confer a high risk of susceptibility to breast cancer, a number of low-risk variants have been recently identified by genome-wide association studies \[[@B7],[@B8]\]. These low-risk susceptibility genes might also introduce some level of heterogeneity, which remains to be evaluated. Susceptibility genes (in the germline) differ from genes changed in the tumor (somatic changes).

The fourth direction aims to classify breast tumors and establish whether all members of a subtype have the same properties. Recently developed high-throughput molecular analyses have provided unprecedented tools for dissecting and understanding cancer heterogeneity. Five subtypes of breast cancer were initially proposed: luminal A and luminal B (both estrogen receptor (ER)-positive); basal (ER-negative); ERBB2 (erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2)-overexpressing; and normal-like \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. This early classification has been useful and has been validated in many further studies, but several issues remain to be clarified. It is not known how the subtypes relate to the cell of origin, how to classify the many samples (about 10--15%) that could not be assigned any subtype, how homogeneous the different subtypes are, and what the molecular alterations specific to each subtype are. Furthermore, it has been suggested that subtypes of breast tumors are part of a continuum \[[@B11]\]. A recent study has shown that genes associated with susceptibility variants are differentially expressed in the major subtypes \[[@B12]\], and this opens up interesting perspectives. The two recent papers in *Genome Biology*(Chin *et al*. \[[@B1]\] and Blenkiron *et al*. \[[@B2]\]) take this further.

Tumor subtypes
==============

Chin *et al*. \[[@B1]\] studied a series of 171 breast tumors using genome-wide, high-resolution aCGH combined with gene expression analysis by DNA microarrays. This is the largest integrated genomic study of breast cancer reported so far. They determined the patterns of gains and losses of the tumor genomes, explored the taxonomy of tumors using gene copy numbers and established lists of genes potentially altered by deletions, copy-number gains and amplifications.

Interestingly, using hierarchical clustering over the common regions of gene alterations they found a subgroup of tumors (about 15% of them) that showed few or no genomic alterations. Basal ER-negative tumors are generally thought to be of high pathological grade (that is, with cells that are highly abnormal in morphology) and genetically unstable \[[@B13]\]. Strikingly, this novel subgroup with low genetic instability included more of the basal and ER-negative high-grade tumor subtypes than other subtypes. Further characterization showed that the subgroup was associated with specific gene expression, such as increased expression of inflammatory and defense response genes. Survival in this subgroup was not different from the rest of the samples, even when the analysis was restricted to ER-negative tumors. However, the limited size of the series warrants further statistical analyses on a larger number of samples that have been treated homogeneously. The difference in genomic instability was not associated with the presence or absence of a mutation in the tumor suppressor gene *TP53*, whose alteration is generally associated with genome instability.

The identification of this subgroup of basal breast cancers was made possible in the Chin *et al*. \[[@B1]\] study by the presence in their panel of tumors of smaller size than those studied by previous studies. This makes the tumors more representative of tumors currently diagnosed. Their study shows that the ER-negative, high-grade basal subtype can be further subdivided in two subclasses of low and high genetic instability, paving the way to further definition of subgroups of cases with similar features within the subtypes.

Breast cancer may show a continuum of features from high proliferation to high differentiation with a few recognizable stages (that is, the subtypes) associated with specific sets of transcribed genes (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The Chin *et al*. study \[[@B1]\] shows that tumors with the same phenotype and the same transcriptional content (ER-negative, basal) can result from different sets of genomic alterations.

![A schematic summary of breast cancer heterogeneity. According to the cancer stem cell hypothesis, breast cancer is driven by a limited number of cancer-initiating cells. The progeny of these cells can either progress along the differentiation pathway or remain blocked in a proliferation state. Molecular subtypes, such as basal and luminal, differ by their degree of proliferation and differentiation (as shown by the red and blue wedges). They represent stages that can be recognized along a continuum (shown by the dashed line) from progenitor-like proliferative tumors (basal subtype) to luminal differentiated tumors. Breast cancer heterogeneity is due both to different cells of origin and to alterations in the genome and epigenome. The demonstration by the Miska and Caldas groups of a different distribution of miRNAs among subtypes \[2\] and of variations in genome instability and heterogeneity of estrogen receptor (ER)-negative tumors \[1\] (arrows) contribute to the understanding and classification of breast cancers.](jbiol67-1){#F1}

Tumors bearing these different alterations are likely not to respond to the same treatment. Thus, determination of phenotype alone may not be enough for therapeutic selection but knowledge of both genotype and phenotype is required. Furthermore, Chin *et al*. \[[@B1]\] provide lists of copy number alterations and potential cancer genes in breast cancers from which therapeutic targets may be drawn.

Tumor heterogeneity and microRNAs
=================================

The work by Blenkiron *et al*. \[[@B2]\] has addressed another very important question: could tumor heterogeneity be sustained, at least in part, by some particular distribution of microRNAs (miRNAs)? In humans, miRNAs are approximately 22-nucleotide-long single-stranded RNAs that have a key role in the post-transcriptional control of up to 30% of protein-coding genes and regulate many cellular processes during development and adult life. MicroRNAs regulate various cell processes, including self-renewal and tumorigenicity in breast cancer cells \[[@B14]\] and also invasion and metastasis \[[@B15],[@B16]\]. They are thought to be important in oncogenesis (see \[[@B17],[@B18]\] for reviews).

Blenkiron *et al*. \[[@B2]\] analyzed the expression of 309 miRNAs in 93 breast tumor samples using a bead-based flow-cytometric profiling method. To our knowledge, this is the first integrated analysis of miRNA expression, mRNA expression and genomic changes in breast cancer. They showed that many miRNAs have a variable expression across breast tumor samples. As found at the mRNA level, global hierarchical clustering based on miRNA expression levels separated ER-positive from ER-negative tumors relatively well. Moreover, miRNAs were differentially distributed among the five molecular subtypes. The authors identified a miRNA signature that perfectly discriminated between basal and luminal subtypes in their samples as well as in a small independent validation dataset. These results \[[@B2]\] can be compared with recent *in situ*hybridization data \[[@B19]\] that showed specific expression of some miRNAs in certain mammary epithelial cells and variations in their expression in tumor cells. Expression of some miRNAs correlated with the molecular subtypes and with two major features of breast cancer (grade and ER status) \[[@B2]\]. The authors \[[@B2]\] used an integrated approach to analyze the reasons for the differential expression of miRNAs. By combining these data with aCGH and mRNA expression data, they found that differences in miRNA expression could be explained by combinations of genomic alterations, transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation and changes in miRNA biosynthesis. By regulating key target genes, miRNAs may contribute to the genetic determination of breast tumor subtypes.

It had already been demonstrated that miRNA profiles can classify tumors of various origins \[[@B20]\] or various clinical outcomes \[[@B21]\]. This suggests that miRNA expression signatures could be used in clinics as diagnostic and prognostic tools. As pointed out by the authors \[[@B2]\], an advantage of miRNAs over mRNAs is that their short size and stability allows their easy detection in paraffin-embedded tumor samples. Determination of miRNA expression in otherwise characterized breast tumor samples is therefore an important step in understanding the role and potential use of miRNAs as disease classifiers, prognostic markers or therapeutic targets. An exciting possibility is that miRNAs could be involved in stem cell biology and the induction and/or maturation of mammary epithelial cell lineages and could thus participate in the control of luminal and/or myoepithelial differentiation. Testing this will require further studies involving modulation of miRNA expression in cell and animal models.

These two studies \[[@B1],[@B2]\] are good examples of the current attempts of the scientific community to understand breast cancer and its heterogeneity better. This understanding will be achieved by integrating clinical and histological definitions with cellular and molecular definitions. They also show that, at the molecular level alone, complexity is important and needs a complex investigation using integrated analyses. Many factors influence epithelial cell fate and behavior and their interrelations must be delineated.

Important questions that we will have to solve are: how much of subtype heterogeneity reflects a different cell of origin? And how much of it is controlled by microRNAs, gene alterations or stromal interactions? Only when we are able to tell which tumor derives from which cell targeted by which molecular alteration will we be able to treat all breast cancers effectively.
